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Abstract
The nature in which a solar receiver in a concentrated solar power plant interacts with an accompanying heliostat field
plays a significant role in plant performance and economics. An appropriate heat flux distribution should help deliver
maximum receiver thermal performance, while minimising mechanical damage - thereby maximising power produc-
tion and reducing costs. The current work presents an investigation into the thermal performance and mechanical
reliability of a sodium-cooled solar receiver operating under heat flux profiles generated by a novel heliostat aiming
strategy. A modification of the HFLCAL model is used to generate heat flux profiles for individual heliostats in a
representative plant, and simulated annealing optimisation techniques are used to produce a novel heliostat aiming
strategy. The importance of giving consideration to receiver limitations under non-uniform thermal boundary con-
ditions in the development of a heliostat aiming strategy is demonstrated in this study, with mathematical optical,
thermal, and mechanical models used to complete the analysis. An investigation has been conducted for a point-
in-time resulting in maximum thermal loading conditions, with theoretical modelling techniques used to calculate
receiver tube temperatures for aiming strategy yielded heat flux profiles, thereby allowing for the determination of
heat losses and mechanical reliability through creep-fatigue damage. Results show that the simulated annealing algo-
rithm can significantly improve heat flux homogeneity on the receiver, potentially reducing peak heat flux to less than
10% that of a single aiming point strategy, given an appropriate spillage allowance and aiming point grid size. A satis-
factory configuration of spillage allowance and aiming grid size exists so as to supply maximum power to the receiver,
while uniformly distributing the incident heat flux in order to meet mechanical reliability requirements. Based on the
receiver design and conditions simulated in the analysis, a grid constructed of more than 81 aiming points (receiver
area coverage of 32.7%), and an additional spillage allowance of 10% allows the receiver to deliver maximum power
output while retaining mechanical durability through a 30 year plant life cycle.
Keywords: Solar receiver, heliostat aiming strategy, simulated annealing, sodium, thermal performance, mechanical
reliability
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1. Introduction
Nomenclature
A area (m2) η efficiency
AK, ψ annealing schedule functions θ circumferential position (rad)
AM aiming point matrix µ dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
An, an, Bn, bn Fourier coefficients ν Poisson’s ratio
AT annealing temperature ρ density (kg/m3)
a solar absorptivity σ, τ normal, shear stress (MPa)
B distance between elements (m) υ kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
C cost function Φast astigmatic error (mrad)
cos θi incident ray cosine factor Φbq beam quality error (mrad)
cos rcv receiver cosine factor Φe f f effective error (mrad)
Cp specific heat capacity (J/kgK) Φsse surface slope error (mrad)
D heliostat slant range (m) Φsun sunshape error (mrad)
Di, Do inner, outer diameter (m) Φtrack heliostat tracking error (mrad)
d heliostat general dimension (m)
E Young’s Modulus (GPa) Sub / superscript
F Fourier expression ∞ ambient conditions
Fview view factor add additional
f function of aim aiming point
fatt atmospheric attenuation factor conv convection
Go, n wall temperature functions el element
Gr Grashof number error convergence error
H, W height, width (m) f fluid
Ht, Ws tangential, sagittal image dimension f c, mc, nc forced, mixed, natural
h heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) h, n home, neighbour
k thermal conductivity (W/mK) hel heliostat
L length (m) i iteration (aiming strategy)
L f ocal focal length (m) in inlet
ṁ mass flow rate (kg/s) j iteration (thermal model)
n, N number k iteration (re-reflection)
nd, Nd actual, allowable fatigue cycles l losses
Nu Nusselt number lam, turb laminar, turbulent
P pressure (kPa) max, min maximum, minimum
Pselect selection probability net net input
Pr Prandtl number out outlet/output
Q power (W) p fatigue cycle type
Q” heat flux (W/m2) q creep loading condition
R random number r, θ, z radial, circumferential, axial
Re Reynolds number rad radiation
ri, ro inside, outside radius (m) rcv receiver
S solution space re f , abs reflection, absorption
S p spillage (%) si, so inside, outside surface
∆td, td actual, allowable time (hour) th thermal
T temperature (K) t tube
vM von Mises
Greek symbols
α material expansion coefficient (K−1) Abbreviations
β air expansion coefficient (K−1) CS P concentrated solar power
δ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2K4) DNI direct normal irradiance
ε emissivity HT F heat transfer fluid
ε strain S A simulated annealing
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The ability of concentrated solar power (CSP) systems to store thermal energy allows for dispatchable electricity,
which greatly adds to the value of the technology relative to other renewable systems [1]. CSP is expected to play a
significant role in the future energy mix, forecast to contribute 12% to global electricity production by 2050 [2]. The
most critical challenge associated with CSP is the production of cost effective electricity. CSP has a high levelised
cost of electricity (LCOE) relative to other power generation systems, hindering it’s competitiveness in the energy
market. The delivery of CSP systems with a low LCOE valuation is a function of minimising costs and maximising
the performance of components in the power plant.
Central receiver systems are expected to become the dominant CSP technology of the future, largely due to high
temperature and solar concentration capabilities that can yield high-efficiency thermodynamic power cycles [3]. A
central tower CSP plant uses a large number of automated heliostats to concentrate solar energy onto a receiver. The
receiver converts concentrated solar energy into workable thermal energy via a heat transfer fluid (HTF). The HTF is
then used to generate steam to drive a turbine and generate electricity. There are numerous receiver concepts which
use solid/liquid/gaseous HTF [3], however the liquid tubular design has found favour throughout the history of CSP.
Liquid tubular receivers use a bank of vertically aligned tubes to shuttle a HTF between inlet and outlet headers. The
HTF temperature is increased when the tubes are receptive to concentrated sunlight from the heliostat field. Liquid
tubular receiver design lends from traditional heat exchanger technology [4], and is relatively straightforward in design
and operation when compared to gaseous volumetric receivers and solid particle receivers. The liquid tubular receiver
is typically formed in a quasi-flat billboard panel, which can be used as a standalone receiver for equator facing
fields, or multiple panels may be constructed to form a cylindrical receiver for surrounding heliostat fields. Receiver
tubes may be placed in a box-like structure in order to form a cavity receiver, which offers greater protection to the
environment than the external billboard and cylindrical receiver, but may suffer from additional spillage losses due to
a smaller view factor to the heliostat field. Vast Solar plan on using a number of liquid tubular billboard receivers in
their modular 30 MWe CSP plant in New South Wales (NSW), Australia [5], with the design currently in place at this
plant the focus of this study.
The HTF selection is critical to the success of the CSP plant, affecting receiver thermohydraulic and mechanical
performance, power cycle efficiency, thermal storage characteristics, and plant design and operational features. Wa-
ter/steam and molten salt are commonly used in liquid tubular receivers [6], however there is significant potential to be
found in liquid metals. Their superior heat transfer performance in tubular flows is owed to high thermal conductivi-
ties which lead to very large heat transfer coefficients. This makes them excellent candidate working fluids for solar
receivers [7], where large quantities of heat can be removed through a small heat transfer area. Liquid metals such as
sodium and lead-bismuth eutectic have been used successfully in the nuclear industry for decades [8], however they
have received relatively limited attention from the CSP community in recent years in comparison to water/steam and
molten salts. These fluids have yet to find application as a working fluid in a commercial receiver design [9], however
sodium is currently being trialled at the Vast Solar pilot plant. Due to the emerging interest in liquid metals as receiver
coolants in recent literature, sodium is considered in this study.
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Attempts have been made by several authors to model the thermal and mechanical response of liquid tubular re-
ceivers. Numerical simulation of thermal conditions across a receiver design is often impractical due to the significant
computational requirement in coupling heat transfer to the working fluid with thermal energy lost to the environment
and wall conduction effects. For this reason, semi-empirical models have found favour in recent literature, and are
used to establish thermal conditions on a discrete number of surface elements using well established engineering
theory and correlation with heat and mass balances [10]. The treatment of the heat flux boundary condition on the
receiver is key towards providing an accurate assessment of thermal performance, with tube temperatures serving as
an input into mechanical reliability studies. Models concerned with simulating a single receiver tube often assume an
average heat flux over the tube length, with thermal conditions assumed identical across all tubes. This approach is
adopted by Singer at al. [11] in a comparative analysis of different working fluids in a cylindrical concept, as does
Jianfeng et al. [12] with a mathematical model used to investigate the thermal performance of a solar receiver tube
carrying HITEC molten salt, also by Li et al. [13] in a design optimisation study of a molten salt cavity receiver con-
cept, and finally Boerema et al. [4], who compares HITEC molten salt to sodium in a billboard receiver design. For
cylindrical and cavity receiver designs, it is common practice to simulate a single receiver tube on each panel using an
averaged heat flux that varies in the tube axial direction, with the calculated thermal profile assumed identical for all
tubes on the panel. Yu et al. [14] and Yu et al. [15] employ this assumption for investigations into the performance of
the DAHAN water/steam cavity receiver, also in Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. [16], where simplified heat transfer models
are compared to CFD, and finally by Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. [17] in the development of a molten salt cylindrical
receiver thermal model. The model from Ref. [17] is subsequently applied in studies by Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. [18]
for a new bayonet design, by Sánchez-González et al. [19] in an aiming strategy procedure (discussed below), and
by Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. [20] to model the performance of a novel variable-velocity concept. A higher resolution
approach to those described above involves evaluating thermal conditions on every tube, however at the expense of
a greater computational requirement. Boerema et al. [21] employs a Gaussian-like distribution to simulate the heat
flux profile over a number of novel billboard receiver concepts. A Gaussian heat flux profile is also implemented by
Chang et al. [22] for a cavity receiver design. Both low and high detail models presented by Frantz et al. [23] account
for a realistic heat flux distribution over all receiver tubes on a cylindrical design, relying on a ray-tracing developed
heat flux profile. A simplified thermal model from Flesch et al. [24] is used to quickly establish thermal conditions
on cylindrical receiver tubes using the incident heat flux profile generated by a heliostat aiming strategy (discussed
below). Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. [10] compares the model by Ref. [17], where temperatures are established for
a single tube on the receiver panel by assuming an averaged heat flux, to a more detailed model that considers a
non-uniform heat flux profile yielded by a heliostat aiming strategy [25][26]. The authors find that the simplified
approach is useful in approximating receiver performance with a moderate computational expense, however does not
offer sufficient resolution required for mechanical reliability investigations. These findings highlight the necessity in
simulating receiver performance in tandem with a heliostat aiming strategy in order to gauge design characteristics
appropriately, particularly in relation to mechanical reliability.
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Ensuring the structural integrity of the receiver across a long service life is a major concern, with mechanical
models in literature offering differing approaches towards exploring reliability. A simplified method adopted in the
molten salt receiver studies by Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al. [17], Sánchez-González et al. [19], and Rodrı́guez-Sánchez
et al. [20] uses a fatigue failure criterion based on the relationship between effective thermal stress and the ultimate
tensile strength of Alloy 800H. Simplified one-dimensional analytical models are presented by Pacheco et al. [27],
Kolb [28] and Liao et al. [29], with calculated tube strain values at the crown used to investigate the allowable heat
flux for different candidate materials based on fatigue data. More detailed reliability assessments incorporate design
codes or standards, such as the linear damage rule found in the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code: Section III -
Subsection NH [30] (earlier known as Code Case N-47), which accounts for the accumulative nature of fatigue cycles
and creep loads over a period of service. Kistler [31] and Grossman et al. [32] evaluate the damage of receiver designs
using 316 Stainless Steel with liquid sodium and Alloy 800H tubes with molten salt respectively, both using an interim
design code from Berman et al. [33], which is a modified version of Code Case N-47 with reduced conservatism for
solar applications. In both of these studies, discrete fatigue cycle types are used to represent the erratic thermal cycling
conditions experienced by the receiver over time, however the effects of creep are ignored. Ref. [31] attributes this
assumption to small structural and pressure loads, while Ref. [32] highlights the intermittent operation at elevated
temperature as reasoning to neglect a creep damage evaluation. It is worth noting that the mechanical models of Refs.
[17], [28] [29], [19], and [20] assume negligible creep - such an assumption may be justified given the low internal fluid
pressures of molten salt receivers, and also moderate fluid outlet temperatures (< 600◦C) coupled with low allowable
heat fluxes (< 1 MW/m2) that restrict material temperatures and stresses. More recent studies consider the mechanical
reliability of receivers with pressurised working fluids, such as sCO2, proposed to deliver higher outlet temperatures
for next-generation Brayton power cycles. Consideration of creep damage as well as fatigue is necessary with these
concepts due to operation at very high temperatures and pressures (> 650◦C, ∼ 25 MPa). The creep-fatigue life of a
pressurised-air solar receiver with Alloy 617 tubes is modelled by Fork et al. [34] through two methods: (1) rules of
the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code Section III: Subsection NH [30], and (2) measured creep and fatigue data.
In both cases, fatigue damage is largely negligible in comparison to creep, which can significantly inhibit design and
operational options. An investigation into the creep-fatigue damage of high pressure and temperature sCO2 receiver
constructed of Haynes 230 alloy is completed by Neises et al. [35] using simplified design rules of Code Case N-47
from [33], again demonstrating minimal fatigue damage in comparison to creep. A mechanical analysis of an sC02
receiver tube constructed of Haynes 230 is conducted by Nithyanandam et al. [36] for high pressure and temperature
operation. Creep and fatigue damage is established using material data, with 10, 000 design point fatigue cycles, and
100, 000 operational hours at design point temperatures for creep set as criteria for mechanical reliability, similar to
[35]. Ortega et al. [37] also employ a criteria of 10, 000 design point fatigue cycles and 100, 000 operational hours for
an sC02 receiver tube constructed of Inconel 625, using the code from [33] to evaluate damage with material data from
suppliers and the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code. The findings of the authors cited above is largely dependent
on the damage/failure criterion and thermal stress theory adopted, which varies considerably between studies and is a
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function of the assumed thermal boundary conditions.
The nature of the heat flux profile on the receiver is critical to thermal performance and mechanical reliability. It
is sensible to utilise all tubes on the receiver and distribute the heat flux uniformly in order to minimise the deviation
in temperatures from tube to tube. If one part of the receiver is receptive to a much larger heat flux than another, fluid
and tube surface temperatures could vary dramatically, and local hot spots may suffer from a poor thermal efficiency
and result in significant thermomechanical stresses, thereby diminishing the life of the receiver. The role of a heliostat
aiming strategy is to ensure an even distribution of heat flux by controlling the aiming point of each heliostat in the
field [38], thus minimising thermal losses and mechanical failures. An aiming strategy is considered as open or closed
loop in configuration. An open loop system is based on prior knowledge of the heat flux profile of each heliostat.
A closed loop system relies on feedback from a system of temperature, weather, and heat flux measurements, and
heliostat aiming positions are adjusted based on desired receiver performance. The closed loop approach is more
responsive than the more predictive open loop approach in terms of providing resources for an aiming strategy to
consult [39], as it can adapt towards changeable conditions such as receiver operation, solar irradiance, spillage,
heliostat tracking errors, wind loading, atmospheric attenuation, and mirror reflectivity. The closed loop approach is
much more complex to implement than open loop systems in practice, as it requires instrumentation to record and
log the various data outputs that are used as modulators in the feedback loop [40]. The most basic mode of solar
collector operation involves targeting all heliostats at the centre of the receiver. This approach could greatly minimise
spillage losses, but may result in very large peak heat fluxes that will lead to very high tube temperatures at the centre
of the receiver, diminishing mechanical reliability when compared to tubes at the periphery. Early aiming strategies
described by Kistler [41] are useful, however commercial CSP plants may require more sophisticated strategies that
will help to maximise performance [42].
The pioneering Solar Two central tower plant used a combined dynamic and static control system. The aim points
are initially defined for each heliostat and their focus is then moved/removed thereafter based on the satisfaction of a
pre-defined heat flux threshold [39]. A closed loop approach was described by Ref. [40], and was implemented on
the volumetric receiver at the PSA solar plant. This approach involved feedback from temperature measurements on
the receiver, and heliostats were aimed at different positions in order to deliver a manageable temperature distribution
on the receiver. Sánchez-González and Santana [25] describes the aiming factor concept, which uses the approximate
beam radius of a heliostat to determine an appropriate aiming point (originally suggested by Vant-Hull [43]) in order
to flatten the flux distribution over cylindrical receiver designs. More recent literature has focussed on the implemen-
tation of metaheuristics to the aiming strategy problem. Belhomme et al. [44] describes a strategy that operates on
the ant-colony optimisation algorithm. An open loop aiming strategy was developed by Salomé et al. [45] for the
THEMIS research plant in France, where aim points are varied according to a cost function that minimises spillage and
the spread of heat flux from the receiver using the TABU metaheuristic algorithm. Yu et al. [46] also implemented
a TABU algorithm in order to flatten the flux distribution on the surface of a cavity receiver at the DAHAN plant.
Besarati et al. [42] applied a genetic algorithm metaheuristic to optimise the heat flux distribution on a flat receiver
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panel. The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is used by Wang et al. [47] to optimise the heat flux over a cavity
receiver, with the multi-objective analysis dedicated towards homogenisation of the heat flux over the cavity surfaces
while simultaneously minimising spillage losses. Astolfi et al. [48] and Gallego et al. [49] use different optimisation
algorithms from Matlab to solve the aiming strategy problem for a large field of heliostats, dividing the field into a
number of sectors and optimising the aiming points of each smaller group in order to reduce computational time. It
is clear from these studies that optimisation algorithms are quite useful in achieving a uniform receiver heat flux dis-
tribution. Optimisation algorithms are also quite useful in refining the solar field layout in order to maximise optical
efficiency, with genetic algorithms implemented by Pitz-Paal et al. [50] and Ramos & Ramos [51], and greedy-based
heuristics presented in studies by Carrizosa et al. [52] [53].
Few authors to date have investigated the performance of a receiver design when operating under a heat flux map
yielded by an aiming strategy. Recent works from Sánchez-González et al. [19] and Flesch et al. [24] have considered
the performance of the receiver when working in tandem with a heliostat field, using thermal power output as the
objective function for an aiming strategy. In Ref. [19], the simplified thermal model of Rodrı́guez-Sánchez et al.
[17] is used to provide a fast calculation of thermal power output for a given incident heat flux profile generated
using the aiming strategy presented by Sánchez-González and Santana [25], with the objective of maximising thermal
performance while respecting allowable heat flux limits. Ref. [24] also incorporates a low-resolution thermal model
into the aiming strategy algorithm described by Belhomme et al. [44], using the calculated thermal power output to
indicate optimum solutions while respecting pre-determined heat flux limits.
The main contribution of this paper lies in the development of a novel heliostat aiming strategy built on the
principles of the simulated annealing algorithm, and state-of-the-art receiver thermal and mechanical models that
supplement an optical analysis. The current work is distinct to that found in previous literature, as extensively detailed
thermal and creep-fatigue models are used to investigate receiver performance and durability under heat flux profiles
generated by the optical model - thus demonstrating the utility and importance of an aiming strategy, while also
exploring the limits of a unique sodium-cooled receiver design. The response of the receiver to heat flux profiles
yielded by the aiming strategy is demonstrated by investigating thermal performance at design point conditions, with
a simplified mechanical reliability assessment also conducted. Modelling of the receiver under non-uniform incident
heat fluxes also allows for the identification of a design space for aiming strategy parameters that will help deliver
maximum thermal performance while retaining mechanical integrity throughout a plant life cycle, thus aiding in the
future development of a strategy. The mathematical model used to predict the heat flux distribution from individual
heliostats is presented in the subsequent section, followed by the methodology used to generate an aiming strategy
utilising the simulated annealing approach. The calculation procedure used to establish receiver tube temperatures
and heat losses under the incident heat flux profile is then described, followed by a discussion on the workings of the
mechanical reliability assessment. The results of an investigation for a number of different aiming strategy parameters
for a single point in time are then presented, with particular focus placed on the influence that spillage allowance and
aiming point grid has on the relative thermal and mechanical performance. The evaluation of receiver performance
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and reliability under non-uniform thermal boundary conditions serves as a critical indicator for the potential of the
receiver in a CSP plant, and as tower systems increase in popularity, the topics addressed in this paper are of high
importance.
2. Modelling the heliostat field aiming strategy
Analytical models of the heat flux distribution such as ’UNIZAR’ from Universidad de Zaragoza [54] and ’HFLCAL’
from DLR [55] are useful for modelling heliostat heat flux profiles as they are much less computationally expensive
than ray tracing techniques, which may offer more accuracy in terms of shading and blocking effects, but often require
thousands of iterations to solve. In the absence of measured flux maps from the field of interest, the HFLCAL analyt-
ical method from DLR [55] is used to model the heat flux profile from each heliostat. This method has been chosen
as it has been used effectively in recent aiming strategy studies ([45], [42], [49]), is deemed reasonably accurate for
optimisation analyses [56], and is relatively straightforward to incorporate into coding architecture with the heliostat
aiming strategy. A schematic of the heliostat field used in this study is shown in Fig.1, which is located in NSW,




















Fig. 1. Heliostat field layout, distances relative to the receiver (0,0)
2.1. HFLCAL model
The HFLCAL method models the heat flux from a heliostat as a single circular Gaussian distribution [56], with
the convolution of a number of different error functions determining the deviation of the heat flux profile from that
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of a perfect reflector. The flux density at any point from a reflecting heliostat mirror (Q”hel (xhel, yhel)) is calculated
through the following;




− (x − x0)2 + (y − y0)22Φ2e f f
 (1)
Where Qhel is the total power reflected by the heliostat in W, Φe f f is the effective deviation in mrad, and x − x0
and y − y0 is the spacing between the point of interest and centre of the heliostat image plane in x and y respectively.
The various error functions that contribute to a deviation of the final flux profile from a perfect mirror are combined
as per the following;















The cosine of the angle between the receiver normal and incident ray is cos rcv. The sunshape error (Φsun) is
assumed as 2.51 mrad [54]. The tracking error (Φtrack) is associated with the heliostat tracking characteristics and
transient nature of the solar image as the suns position is constantly changing, however it is assumed negligible here




is caused by surface slope error (Φsse);
Φbq = (2Φsse)2 (3)
The surface slope error describes the aberration of the reflected image from that of a perfect reflector. A conser-
vative Φsse of 3 mrad is assumed here in the absence of available data for the heliostat field being modelled, more
accurate mirrors will have a small Φsse [57]. Manufacturing defects, wind distortion, thermal expansion and con-
traction, gravitational sag, and misalignment all contribute to Φsse [58]. The astigmatic error (Φast) is caused by the









The image dimensions in the tangential (Ht) and sagittal (Ws) planes are calculated through the following;
Ht = d
∣∣∣∣∣∣ DL f ocal − cos θi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (5)
Ws = d






is assumed equal to the distance between the centre of the heliostat and receiver. The slant
range (D) is the distance between the heliostat centre and aiming point, assumed here as equal to the focal length. The
cosine factor (cos θi) is the cosine of the half-angle between the incident and reflected solar rays. A general heliostat
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dimension (d) of the square root of the heliostat area is used [42]. Heliostat fields are designed in a manner so as to
mitigate the effects of shading and blocking from adjacent heliostats - these inefficiencies are deemed negligible in
the present model. The total heliostat power is calculated from the following;
Qhel = DNI · Ahel · fatt · re f · cos θi (7)
Where DNI is the solar irradiance in W/m2, Ahel is the mirrored area of the heliostat, re f is the reflectivity of the
mirror surface. The atmospheric attenuation factor ( fatt) is calculated through the following [59];
fatt =

0.99321 − 0.0001176D + 1.97 × 10−8D2 D ≤ 1000 m
e−0.0001106D D > 1000 m
(8)
The solar position algorithm from NREL is used to calculate the solar azimuth and elevation angles for a particular
point in time, implemented in a MATLAB environment [60]. Heliostat tilt and rotation angles are established based
on the solar and receiver positions in a global coordinate system, with the heliostat normal bisecting the angle formed
between the incident and reflected solar rays. The HFLCAL method yields a circular Gaussian distribution on an
image plane normal to the heliostat surface, however in reality the reflected image will be distorted due to the oblique
projection between the image and receiver planes. A method of homography (similar to that described by [61] and
[62]) is applied here in order to model the projected image on the receiver surface. With the coordinates of the
heliostat corners determined for a particular condition of tilt and rotation angle, a set of rays are drawn from the
heliostat corners to the receiver plane, parallel to the target normal (see Fig. 2). The points where the rays intersect
the receiver plane forms the corners of a quadrilateral. The HFLCAL modelled heat flux distribution is then fitted to
the quadrilateral using the homography that exists between the plane normal to the heliostat, and quadrilateral shape.
A plot of the heat flux profile from heliostats at the front, middle, and back of the heliostat field is shown in Fig.3 for
the date/time and mirror parameters investigated. Heliostats near the front of the field have a more focused image than
ones at the back largely due to a reduced focal length. A summary of optical modelling details used to complete the
investigation is presented in Table 1.
2.2. Simulated Annealing
The optimisation problem in question involves targeting heliostats at a finite number of points on the receiver in
order to lower peak heat flux and homogenise the distribution - such a problem is therefore discrete with a combina-
torial characteristic [44]. Due to the large number of heliostats in a typical heliostat field, and the number of aiming
points assigned to the receiver, the size of the solution space ( |S | ) can be quite large;

































Fig. 2. Homography transformation of the projected heliostat image
In terms of computational complexity, the present problem is considered NP-hard, meaning that only a complete
evaluation of the solution space can guarantee the optimum solution [39]. Eq. 9 indicates that such a practice is
not possible with NP-hard problems, where a solution cannot be obtained in polynomial time, and a less exhaustive
approach must be adopted. Meta-heuristics can be used to traverse large solution spaces in the search of a global
optimum, compromising between solution optimality and computational expense, rather than onerously investigating
every possible solution.
The heliostat aiming strategy developed in the present work is built on the principles of the simulated annealing
(SA) metaheuristic. Like genetic algorithms (GA), ant colony optimisation (ACO), and particle swarm optimisation
(PSO), SA is a metaheuristic algorithm for combinatorial problems [44], introduced independently by various authors
in the 1980’s [63]. As the name suggests, the SA algorithm analogy is derived from the technique of metalurgical an-
nealing, a process which involves the carefully controlled heat treatment of metals to manipulate the lattice structure
towards a lower energy state, resulting in fewer crystalline defects and increased mechanical integrity [64]. Meta-
heuristics such as SA, GA, ACO, and PSO are all stochastic in nature, with certain features that allow them to avoid
confinement in local optima. SA differs from these other metaheuristics in that it is a trajectory based algorithm,
relying on careful modifications of a single solution rather than modifying a population of solutions [65]. At each
iteration of the SA algorithm, the cost function of two solutions are compared, the first being the solution from the
previous iteration, and the second being the solution of the current iteration - which is in itself a slight modification to
the solution from the previous iteration. If the cost function of the solution in the current iteration is an improvement
on the previous iteration, then this solution is accepted. If the current solution is worse than that of the previous iter-
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Fig. 3. Heat flux profiles generated by the HFLCAL method (with homography) of individual heliostats on 15th June 2017, at 12:10
pm for (a) the back (X = 32.5 m; Y = 109.7 m), (b) the centre (X = 0 m,Y = 46.9 m), and (c) the front (X = 32.5 m,Y =
25.1 m) of the field
ation, the solution is probabilistically selected or rejected based on an annealing schedule, which initially permits the
algorithm to traverse an expansive region of the solution space before steadily decreasing the probability of selecting
worse solutions, settling only on improvements towards the end of the designated run-time. This acceptance of worse
solutions differentiates SA from similar local search algorithms such as hill climbing, allowing an escape from local
optima, thus providing a better exploration of the search space in order to move closer to the global optimum [64].




is calculated. The worst case solution is defined as a strategy that involves aiming all heliostats at a single point in
the centre of the receiver (Naim = 1), thus causing a very large peak heat flux and poor uniformity over the receiver
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Table 1: Details of the heliostat field studied in the analysis
Coordinate (E) 147◦ 39′ 27.762”





























































Fig. 4. Example of square spacing used in the corrective algorithm, shown here for an 81 aiming point strategy
surface. When multiple heliostats are focussed on the receiver surface, the heat flux at any given point is calculated by
superimposing the values of coincident heat flux data points of the HFLCAL-generated maps. To account for spillage,
an empty matrix is deployed that occupies a large space encompassing the receiver at the centre, meaning heat that
does not intercept the receiver surface is retained in the model for spillage calculations. The cost function for each
iteration (Ci) is the ratio of the peak heat flux against that of the worst case solution, which occurs when all heliostats
are focussed on a single aiming point (Eq. 10), therefore the primary goal of the SA algorithm is to minimise the cost





The solution is handled by an aim matrix (AMi), containing Naim rows and Nhel columns. The contents of each





1 2 3 . . . Nhel
1 1 1 0 . . . 0
2 0 0 0 . . . 0







Naim 0 0 1 . . . 0

Upon the initiation of the SA algorithm, an initial solution is formed by a randomly generated aim matrix (AMi =
1), the solution is then corrected for spillage allowances (discussed below), and the program proceeds. At every
iteration of the algorithm (i), the aim matrix is modified slightly through a crossover operation, where the aiming
points of two randomly chosen heliostats are swapped. If the cost function of the current solution is an improvement
on the previous solution (Ci < Ci−1), then the current solution is incumbent as the algorithm moves to the next
iteration. If the current solution does not offer an improvement (Ci ≥ Ci−1), then it is accepted/rejected according to
the following probability;
Pselect, i = e
−(Ci−Ci−1)
ATi (11)
The worse solution is selected for the next move if the following criteria is met;
Pselect, i > R ∼ N ( 0, 1 ) (12)
Where R ∼ N ( 0, 1 ) is a random number generated to determine selection/rejection of the current, or worse,
solution. The annealing temperature term (ATi) is used to control the probability of selecting the worse solution
through the iteration procedure, a practice that is pivotal in overcoming local optima in order to converge towards the
global minimum.
The starting temperature (ATi=0) and annealing schedule (ψ, AKi) are largely problem specific as they are initially
determined using the cost function. At the start of the SA algorithm, a high temperature value results in a high
probability of selecting a worse solution as the algorithm moves across the solution space. As better solutions are
identified, the temperature is allowed to decrease according to the annealing schedule, meaning that it becomes less
likely for worse solutions to be selected, and the algorithm becomes ’greedy’ towards only selecting better solutions.
The starting temperature is defined here as a value that will result in a 90% probability of accepting the worst solution(
Pselect,Naim=1 = 0.9
)








The exponential cooling schedule introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. [66] is widely used in a number of SA problems
[67], and is applied to the present problem in order to steadily decrease the temperature function;
ATi = ATi=0 · ψAKi (14)
Where 0.8 ≤ ψ ≤ 0.9 and AKi is the temperature cycle. The temperature cycle starts at zero and is increased by
one at every acceptance of a better solution, or after 100 iterations of the algorithm (AKi+1 = AKi + 1), thus accepting
fewer worse solutions as the algorithm progresses.
If a series of algorithm iterations fails to produce an improvement on the best solution, a restart procedure has
been put in place in order to help discover a better solution. The restart procedure effectively returns the solution of
the next iteration to the best solution discovered thus far (AMi+1 = AMout), provided no improved solution has been
found within a predetermined number of iterations. In the present study, a restart procedure comes into affect after
500 iterations without an improvement.
For every instance where the algorithm finds a lower cost function than the previous lowest (Ci < Cmin), the aim
matrix of that iteration is stored as the output matrix (AMout = AMi). The final output matrix discovered by the
algorithm before it stops forms the final aiming strategy, and is used to generate the heat flux map for receiver thermal
modelling (Q” (x, y)). In order to keep within spillage set points, an additional algorithmic structure is combined into
the SA algorithm. This corrective algorithm is based on the self-modifying algorithm presented by Ref. [42]. The
self-modifying algorithm was designed to manoeuvre the peak heat flux towards the centre, rather than allowing the
distribution to drift towards the receiver edge as the algorithm converges. In the present study, the self-modifying
algorithm is used to keep spillage within a predetermined limit. The corrective algorithm relies on an equal number
of aiming points in the vertical and horizontal directions on the 2D receiver panel, i.e Naim = Z2, where Z is an odd
integer. Using only odd integers in the aim point raster maintains a central aiming point on the receiver (aim = 1). The
aiming points are formed into squares, with the outermost aiming points forming the first square, and the inner most
aiming point forming the final square (see Fig.4 and Fig.5). If the spillage formed by the aiming strategy is greater than
the maximum allowed
(
S pi > S padd,max
)
, then the corrective algorithm moves heliostats from the outermost square
into an aiming point inboard. If the spillage is still above the maximum set-point after no heliostats are left targeting
aiming points on the outermost square, then the algorithm moves heliostats from the next square in the sequence.
The SA algorithm is applied to a heliostat field from the Vast Solar CSP plant in NSW, Australia. The layout of the
field is shown in Fig.1, which contains 699 heliostats, each with 3.6 m2 reflective area, and an assumed reflectivity of
90% (re f = 0.9). Each heliostat mirror is slightly concave with a focal length corresponding to the distance between
the mirror centre and receiver centre. In the present analysis, individual heliostat heat flux maps are evaluated for
a target at the centre of the receiver, with the HFLCAL calculated profiles assumed for any aiming point on the
surface. This assumption greatly decreases the computational expense of the algorithm, however it is justified given
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Fig. 5. Illustration of grid sizes used in the analysis, as yielded by the various Naim selection, with corresponding % receiver area
coverage
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to the reflected heat flux (Eq. 1) and power calculation (Eq. 7). A number of different aiming strategy constraints
are investigated, corresponding to different additional spillage allowances (S padd,max, the maximum additional heat





), and aiming point grid sizes. The maximum additional spillage (S padd,max) is that permitted plus the
unavoidable spillage that comes from focussing all mirrors at a single aiming point (S pNaim=1). For any aiming point
solution, the total spillage corresponds to the following;




Where Qrcv, i is the total heat intercepted by the receiver surface at any iteration, and
∑Nhel
1 Qhel is the total power
reflected by the heliostat field. For the single aiming point condition, a spillage of S pNaim=1 = 10.379% exists for
the case investigated in this paper. The additional spillage produced by an aiming strategy (S padd) must fall within
maximum spillage constraints as defined by S padd,max;
S padd ≤ S padd,max (16)
The total spillage over the receiver edges given the unavoidable heat loss for a centralised aiming point S pNaim=1
is as follows;
S pi = S padd + S pNaim=1 (17)
The spillage allowance is investigated by varying the permitted additional spillage from the receiver from 0 ≤
S padd,max ≤ 20%, with the objective of finding an aiming strategy that gives a satisfactory solution with a minimal
spillage loss. The various grid sizes correspond to the number of aiming points (Naim) that populate the receiver area.
A maximum of Naim = 225 is used on the receiver, with the outermost aiming square positioned on the receiver
edge, and all internal squares equidistant towards the receiver centre (Naim = 1) Different grid sizes are illustrated
in Fig.5, showing different Naim and the corresponding coverage the aiming grid has over the full receiver area. A
small grid (small Naim) should help to reduce spillage but may struggle to homogenise the heat flux satisfactorily as
all heliostats are focussed towards the centre. A large grid (large Naim) allows greater movement of the heliostats
across the receiver surface, but will be more limited by spillage limits imposed. The x/y distances between aiming
points is maintained constant for all aiming grids at 0.107 m, thus allowing the Naim = 225 grid to occupy 100% of
the 2.25 m2 receiver area (Fig.5). For the present case, a spacing of 0.107 m allows for significant overlap between the
reflected heliostat images, facilitating ’flattened’ profiles over the receiver surface. The selection of grid spacing is an
important consideration prior to initiation of the algorithm, as a spacing too large could result in heat flux ’peaks’ as
concentrated images fail to overlap sufficiently. The selection of grid spacing is therefore problem specific, and the
authors recommend employing a spacing that facilitates significant overlap between the images, helping to achieve a
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homogeneous profile. An optimum combination of grid size and spillage allowance exists so as to maximise receiver
power output, while retaining mechanical integrity throughout the life of the CSP plant. A flowchart of the simulated
annealing algorithm applied to the heliostat aiming strategy is shown in Fig.6.
  if  i = imaxyes
no
Input - DNI, Date & time, Naim, ATi=0, AKi=0 , Spmax, imax
          
Evaluate Q”max for Naim=1
Generate AMi=1
Evaluate Ci=1
Modify AMi=1 for Spmax 
AMi = AMi-1 after crossover operation
Stop
if Pselect, i > R~N(0,1)yes no
AMi+1=AMi
Modify AMi for Spmax 
AMout = AMi=1











if AMout = AMi-500yes





Fig. 6. Flowchart of the SA algorithm applied to the heliostat aiming strategy
Before the various aiming strategy configurations are investigated, the maximum number of iterations (imax) that
permit a reasonable convergence towards the global optimum must be identified. The maximum allowable iterations
for the present problem has been determined based on the convergence of (Ci) delivered by the algorithm across
a number of trial runs for different aiming strategy parameters. Each configuration corresponds to a different Naim
ranging from 9 to 225, no limit has been placed on spillage, and the algorithm has been allowed to run to 15000
iterations. Results are shown in Fig.7a as a trace of Ci, and in Fig.7b as a normalised plot showing the % convergence
of Ci towards Ci=15000 across the iterations.
The trend of Fig.7a indicates that the SA algorithm achieves a significant cost function reduction in the first ∼ 3000
iterations, and finds smaller gains thereafter. After ∼ 7000 iterations, Ci falls within ∼10% of Cmin for the full 15000
iterations (Fig.7b), this is true for all aim points, therefore imax = 7000 is deemed suitable for the present analysis.
Fig.7a shows that Ci continues to decrease slightly over the full run, and beyond where the algorithm stopped at








































































Fig. 7. (a) Cost function (Ci) decrease, and (b) convergence of Ci towards Cmin, averaged across 10 trial runs of the SA algorithm
local minima.
3. Thermal and mechanical modelling
A demonstration of the influence that an aiming point strategy has on receiver thermomechanical performance is
useful for identifying an appropriate design space for parameters such as spillage allowance and grid size. The present
analysis investigates the relative influence that each aiming strategy configuration has on the thermal and mechanical
performance of the receiver, using models presented herein. The receiver design is based on that currently in place at
the 1.1 MWe Vast Solar pilot CSP plant in NSW, Australia, which has tubes that form a 2.25 m2 quasi-flat target, with
details given in Table 2, and illustrated in Fig.8.
Table 2: Details of the liquid tubular receiver modelled in the present analysis
Receiver Nt Lt (m) Do (m) Di (m) Material Tin, rcv (K) Tout, rcv (K)
Billboard 60 1.5 0.025 0.023 304 SS 573 803
The thermal analysis is conducted initially, allowing for the calculation of tube temperatures and heat losses to
the environment. Tube temperatures then serve as an input into the mechanical model in order to calculate thermal
stresses which leads to a final creep-fatigue evaluation for a reliability assessment.
In reality, the optimised aiming point solution varies throughout time based on the requirements of the receiver,
and the relative solar position and magnitude that alters the heat flux profile produced by each heliostat. For such
reasons, an aiming strategy in practice would be best implemented in a dynamic open-loop system that utilises well-
characterised heat flux profiles from each individual heliostat at different solar positions, in a closed-loop system
that operates on real-time heat and temperature measurements, or else used to generate a database of aiming strategy
solutions for different solar positions prior to operation of the plant. Demonstration of receiver operation in tandem
with a heliostat field aiming strategy using mathematical models is highly complex, as it involves transient optical,
thermal, and mechanical modelling techniques of a continuous system over a long period of time (30 years) - this is
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outside the scope of the present work. The objective of the current analysis is to demonstrate the relative performance
of the aiming strategy configurations at maximum thermal loading conditions (maximum field optical efficiency) for
a particular receiver design, thus highlighting the practicality of the aiming strategy, and allowing for an exploration
of the limits of the sodium receiver design with respect to minimising spillage and aiming point distribution.
To reduce the complexity of the optical-thermal-mechanical analysis, receiver performance yielded by each aiming
strategy is presented here for a single point in time. The variable receiver heat input conditions are then accounted
for by adjusting the incident DNI, but with the heat flux profile across the receiver surface maintained by assuming
the same aiming point distribution. The date simulated here is 15th June 2017, at 12:10 pm. This corresponds to the
local solar noon on a date where the azimuth and zenith angles of the sun position relative to the receiver and heliostat
field result in very low cosine losses and a high field optical efficiency of ∼ 75%. The calculation of heat input into
the receiver at this date and time from the heliostat field will approximate maximum design point conditions, which is
required for the simplified mechanical reliability assessment. By simulating a single point in time, the analysis can be
considered somewhat normalised, with the most appropriate strategy for the current receiver design identified as one
which delivers the greatest thermal performance and satisfies mechanical reliability relative to other strategies for the
same criteria (DNI, creep loads, fatigue cycles etc.). Simulation of creep stresses and fatigue cycles under such heavy
thermal loading conditions is conservative, as in reality, a lower field optical efficiency that occurs at different points
in time from the studied design point will result in lower heat fluxes on the receiver, thus lower thermal stresses and
creep-fatigue damage. Such an approach could be adopted in the screening process for aiming strategy, heliostat field,
and receiver design, as simulation of mechanical reliability for a design point heat flux profile effectively accounts for
the ’worst case’ scenario.
3.1. Thermal modelling
Thermal conditions over receiver tubes are established in the z and θ dimensions by discretising each tube into a
number of axial (zel) and circumferential (θel) elements, while modelling over the radial dimension (r) is conducted
through calculations at the inner and outer tube radii (ri, ro). The temperature development of heated sodium is
calculated at each axial element, with circumferential elements (bound by the axial element) used to calculate tube
surface temperatures driven by the non-uniform thermal boundary conditions. An illustration of the subdivision of
receiver tubes into modelling elements is illustrated in Fig.8, with the temperatures at the inside and outside tube
surfaces highlighted.
The thermal model conducts an energy balance between the energy absorbed by the fluid and heat lost to the
environment. Heat transfer calculations are carried out on each tube axial element in an iterative procedure described
in Fig.9. The model begins calculating tube and fluid temperatures by assuming the same inlet temperature (573 K)
and mass flow rate through each tube. An inlet temperature of 573 K coincides with that used at the Vast Solar CSP
plant, and is selected as it allows for a buffer against material freezing (371 K), permits a large temperature drop
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Fig. 8. Schematic of receiver tube discretisation into axial and circumferential elements
the receiver and turbulent flow for a set outlet temperature of 803 K that enhances thermal efficiency. The fluid
temperature development in the axial direction is calculated by rearranging the energy balance equation;
Tout, t, zel = Tin, t, zel +
Q f , t, zel
ṁ f , tCp, f , t, zel
(18)
The outlet temperature of an axial element forms the inlet temperature to the next element in the flow direction(
Tin, t, zel = Tout, t, zel−1
)
. The bulk fluid temperature is used to define fluid properties for the model
(
ρ, Cp, µ, k
)
, as the
fluid temperature varies along the length of the tube;
T f , t, zel =
(




Sodium properties as a function of temperature are taken from Fink & Leibowitz [68], with Table 3 detailing
pertinent thermodynamic properties and associated correlations. The receiver is receptive to radiant heat reflected by
the heliostat field on the front side only, and the incident heat flux (Q”so) around the tube circumference is multiplied
by the cosine of the angle relative to the crown (θ = 0). This non-uniform thermal boundary condition is owed to tube
curvature;
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Table 3: Thermodynamic properties of sodium at minimum and maximum liquidus temperatures (371 K, 1154 K), and associated
correlations from Ref. [68]
Property Unit T = 371 K T = 1154 K Correlation [68]
ρ kg/m3 925.68 743.03 219 + 275.32(1 − T/2503.7) + 511.58(1 − T/2503.7)0.5
Cp J/kgK 1383.19 1270.64 1658.2 − 0.848T + 4.45 × 10−4T 2 − 2.99 × 106T−2
k W/mK 89.44 48.68 0.443 + 1.9 × 10−4(T − 273.15)
µ Pa.s 0.00068 0.00016 ln(µ) = −6.644 − 0.396 ln(T ) + 556.84/T
Pr - 0.0105 0.0041 Cp µ/k
Q”so, t, zel, θel =

Q”so, t, zel cos(θ) 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2
0 π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 3π/2
Q”so, t, zel cos(θ) 3π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π
(20)
The initial iteration of the thermal model ( j = 1) assumes that the fluid thermal energy at each axial element(
Q f , t, zel, j=1
)
is equal to the heat falling on that element, and is therefore established from the incident heat flux profile
as generated by the heliostat aiming strategy. Given this initial assumption, the heat flux at the fluid-wall interface will
be equal to that falling on the outer wall of the tube
(
Q”si, t, zel, θel, j = 1 = Q”so, t, zel, θel
)
. The inner wall heat flux profile
will deviate from this initial condition for subsequent iterations
(
Q”si, t, zel, θel, j> 1 6= Q”so, t, zel, θel
)
, as the model accounts
for local thermal losses on the tube, which are non-uniform due to variations in local wall temperature and view factor.
The thermal energy transferred to the fluid at each axial element for subsequent iterations
(
Q f , t, zel, j>1
)
will therefore
be calculated using the sum of the heat passing through each circumferential element at that particular axial element.
An analytical method developed by Gärtner et al. [69] is applied here to calculate the local Nusselt number
(Nu f , t, z, θ) for a non-uniformly heated tube under turbulent flow conditions. This method is applicable to any arbitrary
heat flux distribution that can be represented by a Fourier series expression, with the circumferential heat flux variation
about the mean represented as;
Q”si, t, z, θ
Q”si, t, z, o
= 1 + F(θ) (21)
Here, Q”si, t, z, θ is the local heat flux, Q”si, t, z, o is the mean heat flux over the tube circumference, and F(θ) is the








an cos(nθ) + bn sin(nθ) (22)
Recognising that the heat flux distribution yields an even function, the bn terms go to zero, forming a Fourier






The period of the function describing the dimensionless heat flux (referred to at this point by fn(θ)) is assumed






fn(θ) cos(nθ) dθ (24)
A piecewise polynomial is used to model the flux profile defined by fn (θ). Finally, the local Nusselt number may
be calculated as follows;
Nu f , t, z, θ =
2
(






Go and Gn are circumferential wall temperature functions derived from the solution to the energy equation for
the prescribed boundary conditions, tabulated by Gärtner et al. [69] for harmonics 0 to 6, for a flow regime between
0 ≤ Pr ≤ 100 and 104 ≤ Re ≤ 106). A method described by Reynolds [70] may be used to calculate Nu f , t, z, θ for
a non-uniformly heated tube working in laminar flows (Re f < 2300), however it is impractical to operate the receiver
at such low flow rates due to requirements of the steam generator and HTF pump limits. A minimum flow rate is
imposed in order to maintain turbulent flow conditions in the receiver tubes, thereby promoting improved heat transfer
performance and avoiding uncertainties associated with operation in the transition flow regime (2300 ≤ Re f ≤ 104).
With Nu f , t, z, θ established, corresponding local heat transfer coefficients (h f , t, z, θ) are then used to calculate inner wall
surface temperatures;
Tsi, t, z, θ = T f , t, z +
Q”si, t, z, θ
h f , t, z, θ
(26)
The outer wall surface temperatures can then be established from the following equation by assuming one-
dimensional conduction across the tube wall;
Tso, t, z, θ = Tsi, t, z, θ +










Eq. 27 indicates an assumption of radial-dominant across the tube wall, with axial and circumferential effects
deemed negligible. This assumption is justified in the present case however, due to the large heat transfer coefficients
associated with liquid metal flows (∼ 104 W/m2K), meaning internal convection dominates over material conduction.
In an investigation conducted by Marugán-Cruz et al. [71], it was found that convection dominant heat transfer can





is calculated by assuming the billboard panel as a vertical flat plate profile. The average
surface temperature of the receiver (T̄so, rcv) is used to calculate free, mixed, or forced convection losses using Nu∞
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 |Qerror, t, zel, j|  < 1W
Nzel




Qf, t, zel, j  = Qf, t, zel, j-1  + Qerror, t, zel, j-1
Ql, t, zel, j  = Ql, t, conv, zel, j  + Ql, t, rad, zel, j + Ql, t, ref, zel, j=1
Qerror, t, zel, j  = Qf, t, zel, j=0  - (Qf, t, zel, j + Ql, t, zel, j)
Input - Tin,rcv, Tout,rcv, desired, T∞, U∞, Q”  (x,y), Nzel, Nθel, j=0





if  zel > Nzel
no
yes
Qf, t, zel, j=0 = f (Q”  (x,y))
zel = zel +1












if  zel = 1 noyes
Tin, t, zel, j  = Tout, t, zel - 1, jTin, t, zel, j  = Tin, rcv




Fig. 9. Flow diagram of the iterative energy balance procedure used in the thermal model, described in tube element terms
correlations from [72] and [73].
Ql, conv, rcv = h∞Arcv
(
T̄so, rcv − T∞
)
(28)
Where h̄rcv→∞ is the convective heat transfer coefficient, established over average conditions on the receiver sur-
face using correlations presented below. The regime of convective heat transfer can be described by the relation-
ship between the Grashof number - the ratio of buoyant to viscous forces - and the Reynolds number - inertial to
viscous force ratio. Pure free convection occurs for GrHrcv/Re
2
Wrcv




< 0.7, with the mixed regime in between (0.7 ≥ GrHrcv/Re
2
Wrcv
≥ 10). In this calculation, the Grashof










Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2), β∞ is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of the
ambient air (K−1), Hrcv is the height of the exposed receiver heated surface (m), and υ∞ is the kinematic viscosity of
the ambient air (m2/s). The Reynolds number is calculated using the receiver width (Wrcv) as the length scale;




Where ρ f ilm is the air density (kg/m3), and µ f ilm is the dynamic viscosity (Pa · s). Wrcv is the width of the receiver
in m, which is the number of tubes multiplied by the tube diameter (Do), and U∞ is the ambient air velocity.
















Fluid properties in Eq. 31 and Eq. 32 are evaluated at the ambient temperature. For pure forced convection in the
laminar flow regime, the following correlation is from Kays et al. [74];







For turbulent flow [74];






Fluid properties in Eq. 33, and Eq. 34 are evaluated at the film temperature (T f ilm = (T̄so,rcv + T∞)/2). The heat











h f c,rcv,lam =
Nu f c,rcv,lamk f ilm
Wrcv
(35c)
h f c,rcv,turb =
Nu f c,rcv,turbk f ilm
Wrcv
(35d)
For cases of mixed convection (0.7 ≥ GrHrcv/Re
2
Wrcv
≥ 10), it is recommended that the estimates of natural and









Tubular surfaces coated with Pyromark 2500 high temperature black paint are assumed here as grey, opaque,
and diffuse, meaning that the magnitude of heat re-radiated or reflected onto neighbouring surfaces is dependent on
diffuse view factors, described herein. For simplicity, re-radiation and reflection heat transfer is depicted between
two arbitrary viewing elements, using θelh to define the ’home’ element, and θeln referring to any ’neighbouring’
element in view. These elements represent arbitrary circumferential elements on neighbouring tubes (θelh = t, zel, θel,








). Re-radiation interaction between two surfaces is a function of temperature,
emissivity, and view factor, while reflection between surfaces is a function of view factor and absorptivity. A maximum
absorptivity of a = 0.95 for the Pyromark surface coating is assumed for the crown (θ = 0), with the absorptivity then
varying as a function of the irradiance incidence angle according to equations given by Ho [75]. Emissivity varies
between ∼ 0.8 − 0.9 according to the tube surface temperature, and is calculated for Pyromark using data supplied
by Ref. [75]. Fig. 10 details terminology used to compute the diffuse view factor between two viewing elements on







cos θθelh cos θeln
πB2θelh→θeln
dAθelh dAθeln (37)
In Eq. 37, Aθelh and Aθeln are the respective areas of the two interacting elements (m
2), Bθelh→θeln is the distance
between the centres of both elements (m), θθelh and θθeln are the angles between both element normals (θelh, normal,
θeln, normal) and the Bθelh→θeln connector. As the heat transfer elements used by the thermal model are equal in area
across the receiver, the reciprocity relationship dictates that the view factor is identical between two viewing elements













Fig. 10. Schematic of view factor calculation terminology for elements 1 and 2 on neighbouring tubes
the circumferential and axial directions on neighbouring tubes using the viewfactor.m function from the Mathworks
File Exchange [76], which uses the contour double integral formula to calculate view factors between polygons of any
shape and orientation.
Radiation exchange is considered here between diffuse surfaces, with absorptivity calculated as a function of
the angle subtended between the normal of the receiving element (assumed as θeln here) and the Bθelh→θeln connector.
Variations in solar absorptivity with viewing angle means that a portion of heat is reflected at every exchange. For this
reason, the calculation of reflection between tubes is conducted over a number of iterations (k) separate to the thermal
model iteration procedure ( j), until the majority of heat involved in the exchange is either absorbed by the receiver or
lost to the environment. Considering the exchange between two elements only, the heat reflected from θelh to θeln at
iteration k is described by the following;
Qre f , θelh→θeln , k = aθeln , k · Fview, θelh→θeln · Qre f , θelh , k (38)
Where aθeln , k is the absorptivity of element θeln . Heat absorbed by any arbitrary element θelh (Qabs, θelh , k) is calcu-
lated using the absorptivity, view factor between all elements in view (Fview, θeln→θelh ), and reflected heat from neigh-
bouring elements (Qre f , θeln , k);
Qabs, θelh , k =
Nθeln∑
θeln =1
aθelh , k · Fview, θeln→θelh · Qre f , θeln , k (39)
The absorptivity values are also used to calculate the portion of heat reflected from element θelh after the exchange
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of iteration k, which is then available for exchange with other viewing elements at subsequent iterations;




1 − aθelh , k
)
· Fview, θeln→θelh · Qre f , θeln , k (40)
For the initial iteration of the reflection exchange calculation (k = 1), the magnitude of heat absorbed by the tube
at the point where the incident solar radiation strikes is a function of the absorptivity at the angle relative to the crown.
The heat reflected after this exchange (k > 1) is then used to calculate heat absorbed by neighbouring elements,
dependent on the absorptivity and view factor described above.
The calculation of re-radiation exchange between viewing elements is somewhat different to that of reflection
exchange. Re-radiation heat transfer is calculated at each iteration of the thermal model ( j), as it has a dependence
on surface temperature. Noting the terminology describing two arbitrary viewing elements in Fig.10, re-radiation
exchange between θelh and θeln is calculated as follows;
Qrad, θelh→θeln = εθelh · δ · Aθelh · Fview, θelh→θeln ·
(





Where εθelh is the emissivity at the element of interest, established as a function of surface temperature [75], and
δ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10−8 W/m2K4). If the net heat exchange is positive, then θeln receives heat
from θelh (Qrad, θelh→θeln ), the opposite is true if the net heat exchange is negative. Accounting for all neighbouring




εθelh · δ · Aθelh · Fview, θeln→θelh ·
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Having accounted for re-radiation and reflection exchange between neighbouring elements, heat lost from the
receiver may now be calculated using the view factor between tubular elements and the environment (Fview, zel, θel→∞)
1.
The total reflective heat loss is calculated through the following, accounting for heat reflected to the environment at
each exchange (k);

























εt, zel, θel · δ · Aθel · Fview, zel, θel→∞ ·
(





Tube-to-tube outlet temperature variation is the result of receiver operation under a non-uniform heat flux profile.
The final header outlet temperature is calculated by accounting for fluid mixing at different temperatures, using the





t=1 ṁ f , t ·Cp, f , t,Nzel · Tout, t,Nzel∑Nt
t=1 ṁ f , t ·Cp, f , t,Nzel
(45)
Thermal energy lost to the environment is used to establish receiver thermal efficiency, as per the following;
ηth, rcv =
(





Tube temperatures calculated via thermal modelling act as an input into the mechanical model, which uses thermal
and pressure induced stresses to evaluate creep-fatigue damage of the receiver through a lifetime of service. Material
creep and fatigue resistance decreases dramatically with an increase in temperature and stress, therefore evaluation of
the mechanical reliability at the axial location with the maximum tube temperature and/or stress state (potentially coin-
cident) will give a representation of the mechanical life of the receiver [34]. Theoretical equations for the mechanical















Fig. 11. Schematic of tube section illustrating thermal and pressure induced stress state
The sodium HTF is pumped from the cold storage tank, through the receiver, and back to the hot storage tank at
a pressure that must overcome the resistance to flow across the piping system. The internal fluid induces a uniform
pressure in the tube, with pressure induced stresses calculated through the following;











































The tube internal pressure (Pi) is assumed here as 400 kPa(G), this is the approximate gauge pressure of the cold
HTF pump at maximum load for the receiver under investigation, while the external pressure (Po) is assumed as
atmospheric.
Thermal stresses in the tube walls are the result of differing thermal expansion conditions driven by non-uniform
tube temperatures [77]. The solar-to-thermal energy conversion process results in temperature gradients in the radial,
circumferential, and axial directions. For the present case, the axial temperature gradient is significantly smaller than
the radial temperature gradient, and its contribution to thermal stresses on the tube is considered negligible due to the
absence of localised hotspots [78]. The circumferential temperature gradient is similar in magnitude to that of the
radial temperature gradient, therefore a methodology that accounts for non-uniform temperature profiles in both the
radial and circumferential directions is used to complete the analysis.
Logie et al. [79] presents a set of analytical thermoelastic stress equations that are used to evaluate thermal stresses
at an axial location (z) on the tube, where temperatures vary around the circumference (θ) and through the thickness
(r). A similar thermal stress model to that described below for solar receiver tube boundary conditions is presented in
Goodier [80], where particular emphasis is placed on the boundary conditions that define the axial stress component.
The circumferential temperature profiles at an axial position on the tube are represented by the coefficients of a Fourier
expression, becoming functions of θ ;
Tsi, θ, z = T̄si, z +
∞∑
n=1
An cos(nθ) + Bn sin(nθ) (50)
Tso, θ, z = T̄so, z +
∞∑
n=1
A′n cos(nθ) + B
′
n sin(nθ) (51)
Radial, circumferential, and shear thermal stress components are calculated using the following equations;
σrr, θ, z =
Eα
(
T̄si, z − T̄so, z
)














) + κ E α2 (1 − ν)
1 − r2ir2
 (1 − r2or2
)
(52)
σθr, θ, z =
Eα
(
T̄si, z − T̄so, z
)














) + κ E α2 (1 − ν)
3 − r2i + r2or2 − r2i r2or4
 (53)
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τrθr, θ, z =
κτ E α
2 (1 − ν)
1 − r2ir2
 (1 − r2or2
)
(54)
The axial stress component (σz) is calculated using theory given by Ref. [80], which assumes a condition of zero
axial force and annulled bending moment - such as a receiver tube anchored at one end and free to expand upon
heating at the opposite end;
σzr, θ, z =
Eα
(
T̄si, z − T̄so, z
)








) + κ E α2 (1 − ν)
2 − r2i + r2or2
 + Eακ′ − EαTθ (55)




























 cos θ (57)
κ′ = r








 sin θ (58)
Tθ = Tr, θ, z −
(
T̄si, z − T̄so, z
) log ror
log rori
− T̄so, z (59)
Creep deformation of the receiver tube material is driven by load-controlled stresses operating at high temperatures
over a period of time, while fatigue damage is brought about due to the repetitive cycling of tube thermal stresses
caused by diurnal and cloud passages. Variation of the solar resource caused by diurnal and cloud cycles dictates
the operational time of the receiver at high temperatures for creep damage evaluation, and also the frequency and
magnitude of thermal cycles causing fatigue damage. The incident DNI (W/m2) is therefore used to characterise the
various thermal states that can occur during receiver operation, allowing for the evaluation of mechanical damage for
different creep loading conditions (q) and fatigue cycle types (p). DNI is assumed maximum at 1000 W/m2 (∼ solar
noon, clear sky, in a location with a good solar resource) and minimum at 0 W/m2 (night time). When the DNI range
is divided into steps of 50 W/m2, there are 20 different creep loading conditions, and 210 unique fatigue cycles subject
to investigation. The time periods spent at elevated temperatures for creep evaluation, and the actual cycle frequency
for the calculation of fatigue damage is established by analysing DNI data from a weather station in Wagga Wagga,
NSW, Australia - available from Ref. [81]. The rainflow-counting algorithm is used to reduce one years worth of
meteorological data into time spent at a particular DNI level, cycle type and frequency, and has been extrapolated to
30 years in order to mimic the conditions that a receiver may undergo during a life of operation. A snapshot of DNI
31
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Fig. 12. DNI data of clear and cloudy says illustrating diurnal and cloud cycles which influence receiver performance
The ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code: Section III: Subsection NH provides guidelines and pertinent material
data required to establish creep-fatigue damage for high temperature components in service [30]. The code is generally
used for the design of nuclear components, and as such has been cited in previous mechanical analyses as being
conservative for solar applications [82], [34], [35], [37]. However, in the absence of a code specific to solar receiver
design, rules of Section III: Subsection NH have been adopted here for the analysis of the sodium receiver under
severe flux loading conditions. Given the volatile exothermic reaction of sodium when exposed to ambient conditions,
the adoption of conservative design rules to resist against mechanical failure is considered a sensible approach.
For a particular creep load condition (q), the effective creep stress (σq) is entered into stress rupture curves at the
hottest temperature of the cycle (T ), in order to determine the allowable time (td). The fractional damage caused by
creep for the load condition is established by dividing the allowable time into the actual time (∆td) this load condition
experiences over the life of the plant. Fatigue occurs due to thermal cycling of the receiver tubes caused by daily
start-up/shut-down and cloud passages over the heliostat field. Fatigue damage is calculated using the equivalent
strain range (∆εtotal) of a particular fatigue cycle type (p), characterised by a maximum and minimum DNI value. The
number of allowable cycles for a particular fatigue cycle type is established by entering the equivalent strain range
into a material design fatigue curve at the temperature of interest. Fatigue damage is then calculated by dividing the
allowable cycles (Nd) into the actual number of cycles (nd) experienced over the life of the plant. The cumulative
















Material dependent creep-fatigue damage envelopes are used to determine the reliability of the receiver when both
creep and fatigue are acting simultaneously. The receiver is deemed capable of withstanding a lifetime of service if the
creep-fatigue intersection falls inside the enveloped space. The 304 Stainless Steel receiver tube material has creep and
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fatigue data supplied to 978 K [30], meaning that mechanical reliability predictions for higher material temperatures
are unreliable. Sodium has a liquidus temperature range between 371−1154 K, meaning that the receiver must operate
within this fluid temperature range. If tube temperatures violates either material or fluid temperature limits under a
particular heat flux profile, the driving aiming strategy configuration is considered unsuitable for the present receiver
design and operational parameters.
Finally, the von Mises effective stress is used in the results section to describe the relative stress states of the
receiver that come about due to operation under heat flux profiles devised by different aiming strategy configurations,






















4. Results & Discussion
It is clear from the optical model that a large number of variables exist to produce a final optimised heat flux
profile. The variables associated with the HFLCAL model are largely dependent on the heliostat field being modelled.
For the aiming strategy algorithm, parameters such as aiming grid size, number of aiming points, grid pattern, spacing
between aiming points, annealing schedule, restart procedure, iterations to convergence, cost function, and spillage
correction algorithm are selected by the user, and should be tuned in such a manner that further lowers the cost function
for the particular field design under investigation. Building bias constraints into the algorithm could also help improve
the performance of the aiming strategy, such as focussing heliostats located far from the tower towards the centre of
the receiver with closer heliostats focussed at the edges where the reflected image is much sharper. Modelling of
receiver performance at maximum thermal loading conditions is used here to study the effectiveness of the algorithm
in changing the aggregate heat flux across the receiver from an unmanageable profile yielded by a centralised aiming
point, to a manageable profile that permits a high thermal energy transfer, and a mechanical reliability exceeding 30
years. Future development of this aiming strategy and implementation in a plant control system would benefit from
further optimisation of the parameters mentioned above.
The various aiming strategy configurations investigated correspond to different grid sizes (Naim) and spillage al-
lowances (S padd,max), with results initially presented in terms of maximum heat flux, corresponding cost function, heat
flux standard deviation, and spillage (Fig.13). The relevant performance of each aiming strategy configuration is then
communicated through results of the thermal and mechanical analysis, allowing for the identification of appropriate
parameters that lead to an effective collaboration between the heliostat field and sodium receiver design. The primary
objectives are to maximise power output from the receiver and mechanical reliability over a 30 year plant life cycle.
For the purposes of context, the heliostat field modelled at the point of time of interest yields a power of ∼ 1.82 MW
for a maximum insolation of DNI = 1000 W/m2 (shading and blocking assumed negligible), with the single aiming
point strategy (Naim = 1) resulting in a peak heat flux of 5.83 MW/m2, and a spillage of S pNaim=1 = 10.379%, therefore
33






















































































































































































































Fig. 13. Performance characteristics for various aiming strategy configurations, (a) maximum heat flux on receiver (Q”max), (b)
corresponding Cmin (c) heat flux standard deviation, (e) deviation between additional spillage and maximum permitted
spillage (S padd,max − S padd)
the maximum receiver power input is ∼ 1.63 MW. The additional spillage produced by an aiming strategy (S padd)
must fall within maximum spillage constraints as defined by S padd,max. The random nature of how the SA algorithm
operates (randomly generated initial aim matrix (AMi=1), random heliostats chosen for crossover operations) means
that there may be slight discrepancies in the results presented for aiming strategy configurations that would be ex-
pected to exhibit identical characteristics. This occurs for strategies with the same Naim where the spillage constraint
has no influence on heliostat positioning (for example, a low Naim results in a low S padd, even for a high S padd,max
constraint). When the aiming strategy has an uninhibited movement of heliostats over the aiming point grid, the trajec-
tory of the algorithm to a lower cost function will be the only dictator of heliostat positioning on the receiver surface,
and the spillage constraint is of no consequence. The algorithm will therefore use the random crossover operation to
lower the cost function, and the heliostats used in the operation will vary for each run of the algorithm. The deviation
in the final aim matrix (AMout) for similar strategies manifests itself as a slight variation in the final heat flux profile
(peak heat flux, standard deviation), which in turn drives slightly dissimilar results from the thermal and mechanical
analysis. Despite this, receiver performance trends as yielded by the various aiming strategy configurations are strong
enough to identify limitations in terms of aiming point distribution and spillage allowance.
Fig.13a shows the maximum heat flux yielded by each aiming strategy configuration, with corresponding Cmin
(Eq. 10) values shown in Fig.13b, and standard deviation of the heat flux across the receiver surface shown in Fig.13c.
34

























































































































































































































Fig. 14. Thermal performance characteristics for various aiming strategy configurations, (a) power available to the receiver (Q) (b)
receiver thermal efficiency (ηthermal), (c) receiver power output (Q), (d) maximum surface temperature (Tso), (e) maximum
film temperature (Tsi)
Strategies with a small Naim, and/or a small S padd,max, will result in very high peak heat fluxes, meaning a high Cmin
and standard deviation of the heat flux profile. The SA algorithm struggles to homogenise the heat flux for small Naim
as the aiming points are spaced very close to the receiver centre (Fig.5), even when S padd,max is increased. As Naim
is increased, the heliostats have greater scope for movement over the receiver heat transfer area, the peak heat flux is
decreased, and a more uniform heat flux distribution is produced, as indicated by lower heat flux standard deviations.
A low S padd,max has a detrimental effect on the performance of the optimisation algorithm, restricting the movement
of heliostats towards the centre of the receiver, inducing large peak heat fluxes and standard deviation values. The SA
optimisation algorithm has the ability to significantly lower the peak heat flux on the receiver from that of a singular
aiming point strategy, and effectively homogenise the distribution with the correct choice of Naim and S padd,max.
A greater S padd,max for high Naim would lead to further reductions in heat flux and standard deviation, as Fig.13e
demonstrates that the spillage limitations imposed are quite restrictive on the algorithm
(
S padd,max − S padd < 1%
)
.
However, increasing the spillage allowance has a negative effect on power plant economics as it amounts to a loss
in available power to the receiver, therefore the purpose of the thermal and mechanical analysis is to identify an
appropriate S padd,max and Naim which maximises power input to the sodium receiver design, while simultaneously
respecting mechanical reliability limitations.
Fig.14a describes the incident power on the receiver surface, as determined by the aiming strategy. Power input is
a function of S padd, with the most effective aiming strategy in terms of minimising peak heat flux (S padd,max = 20%)
35














































































































































































































































Fig. 15. (a) total receiver mass flow rate (ṁ f , rcv), (b) mean tube velocity (U f ), (c) mean tube Reynolds number (Re f ), (d) mean
tube Nusselt number (Nu f ), and (e) mean tube heat transfer coefficient (h f )
yielding the lowest available power to the receiver, as the algorithm has greater freedom of movement over the solution
space without becoming restricted by the spillage constraint. It is desirable to maximise the available power to the
receiver for electricity production in the power block, therefore the lowest Cmin aiming strategy configuration may
not necessarily be the most appropriate for the CSP plant, and a balance must be struck between power input and
acceptable heat flux levels. The thermal efficiency of the receiver under the various aiming strategy configurations is
shown in Fig.14b, and is a function of input power and thermal losses caused by tube surface temperatures (Fig.14d).
Thermal efficiency decreases for configurations with a high S padd, due to the lower power input to the receiver. The
mass flow rate must be decreased in order to deliver the desired outlet temperature (Eq. 18) for a lower incident
power available for solar-to-thermal energy conversion, as shown in Fig.15a. A lower receiver mass flow rate results
in reduced fluid velocities in the tubes (Fig.15c), and lower Re. It is generally desirable to maximise tube Re in the
turbulent regime in order to affect greater heat transfer via convection, although turbulence production in liquid metals
is a secondary contributor to the total heat transfer for the Re range of interest (discussed further below). Heat transfer
coefficients on the order of ∼ 104 W/m2K are demonstrated in this analysis, highlighting the appeal of sodium as a
receiver working fluid as it facilitates the removal of large quantities of heat from relatively small exchanger surfaces.
Such large heat transfer coefficients encourage substantial incident heat fluxes on the order of MW/m2, far beyond
the capabilities of water/steam or molten salt designs, which are generally limited to < 1 MW/m2 [29]. For the same






































































































































































Naim = 9, 2% cover Naim = 25, 8.2% cover Naim = 49, 18.4% cover Naim = 81, 32.7% cover
Naim = 121, 51% cover Naim = 169, 73.4% cover Naim = 225, 100% cover
Fig. 16. Convection, radiation, and reflection heat losses for the various configurations investigated
greater thermal efficiency than water/steam and molten salt designs, and diminished thermal stresses due to reduced
circumferential temperature gradients. Lower Re in the receiver, such as those experienced by configurations with
a high S padd, cannot remove heat from the heated tube wall into the tube core as effectively as configurations that
make use of higher Re, such as those with a lower S padd and higher input power. Thermal efficiency also decreases
for configurations with a very low S padd, as the large heat fluxes associated with these restrictive aiming strategy
configurations drive very large tube surface temperatures (Fig.14d). An increase in tube temperatures will result in
larger heat losses to the environment via convection (Eq. 28) and radiation (Eq. 44), as indicated in Fig. 16 for
configurations with a low Naim and S padd. The low S padd configurations do possess high tube Re (Fig.15c), however
the very high tube temperatures offset the enhanced convective heat transfer, and result in a lower thermal efficiency
than those with a moderate S padd. In theory, when increasing the heat input on the receiver, there will come a point
where the resultant tube temperature increase incurs such a large heat loss that it negates any additional power input.
In practice, for the receiver and heliostat field being modelled, it can be observed that the tube temperatures are
not sufficiently large enough to cancel out a power input increase, meaning the trend of input power (Fig.14a) and
output power (Fig.14c) are almost identical. Mechanical reliability issues caused by tube material limitations are also
expected to restrict receiver temperatures before the critical point where increased heat losses begin to outweigh gains
in power input.
The contribution of convection, radiation, and reflection to the total heat loss from the receiver is illustrated in
Fig. 16. Reflection represents the dominant heat loss mode from the receiver, accounting for ∼ 60 − 65% of the total
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heat loss, and is a function of the absorptivity of the tube surface coating and ambient view factor (Eq. 43). Both
view factor and absorptivity are functions of geometry with no dependency on temperature, therefore the magnitude of
reflection losses varies between the different S padd,max and Naim configurations according to the power input (Fig.14a).
Radiation heat loss is significantly greater than that of convection over all configurations investigated in the analysis,
accountable for ∼ 20 − 25% of the total losses compared to ∼ 10 − 12%. This large total radiative loss is owed to
considerable surface temperatures resultant from incident heat fluxes on the order of MW/m2, where losses increase
locally according to T 4 (Eq. 44). The heat loss contribution through convection is established using the mean surface
temperature (Eqs. 28-36) over the whole receiver component, meaning that the magnitude of convection heat loss is
much less sensitive to changes in surface temperature than that of radiation. A small receiver heat transfer area of
2.25 m2 also helps alleviate convection losses by facilitating smaller Nu according to Eq. 31-36, where Gr and Re are
a function of Hrcv and Wrcv.
The film temperature is assumed equal to the tube inside surface (Tsi), and is used to describe the maximum
temperature reached by the sodium HTF. The excellent heat transfer performance of sodium and its large liquidus
temperature range means that the film temperature limit (1154 K) is not breached, across all aiming strategy configu-
rations investigated. The main boundary condition on selecting an aiming strategy is therefore the surface temperatures
reached by the receiver tube. The shaded section of Fig.14d indicate aiming strategy configurations that violate the
978 K temperature limit imposed on the receiver by the available material data. Higher temperatures result in void
mechanical reliability assessments, and must be avoided.
A visual representation of the temperature profiles yielded on the receiver by various aiming strategy configura-
tions is shown in Fig.17. All configurations presented in Figs. 17 have an S padd,max of 20%, and are shown under
design point conditions with DNI = 1000 W/m2. The first configuration (Figs.17a corresponds to Naim = 9 (2%
receiver area coverage), the second configuration (Figs.17b corresponds to Naim = 49 (18.4% receiver area cover-
age), and the third configuration (Figs.17c corresponds to Naim = 121 (51% receiver area coverage). Given that the
spillage of the single aiming point strategy is 10.379%, it is evident that the Naim = 9 configuration is not limited by
the S padd,max imposed, as it has S padd = 0.7%. Naim = 49 is also not limited by the imposed S padd,max, as it has
a spillage 5.492% higher than the single aiming point strategy. Naim = 121 is slightly below the S padd,max limit, at
S padd = 18.889%. The small grid size of the Naim = 9 strategy results in very low levels of spillage over the receiver
edges, however it also produces a highly non-uniform heat flux distribution, with a much higher peak heat flux than
the larger grid size configurations. The non-uniform heat flux results in very large fluid temperatures through tubes at
the centre of the receiver, and poorly utilised tubes at the edges. Fluid temperatures are required to be very large from
centrally located tubes if the desired receiver header outlet temperature is to be reached, as they must compensate
for small inlet-outlet ∆T delivered by tubes at the periphery (as per Eq. 45). The high bulk fluid temperatures in the
central tubes will result in very high film and outer surface temperatures, which are affected by the large heat fluxes
(Eq. 26 and 27). These high surface temperatures are detrimental to the mechanical reliability of the receiver, as ther-
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Receiver heat flux profile
Thermal efficiency  = 89.9%
Thermal efficiency  = 90.1%
Thermal efficiency  = 89.6%
m  = 4.89 kg/s
m  = 4.62 kg/s
m  = 3.83 kg/s
Mean Reynolds number = 16620
Mean Reynolds number = 15727
Mean Reynolds number = 13064
Mean heat transfer coefficent = 20330 W/m2K
Mean heat transfer coefficent = 20227 W/m2K
Mean heat transfer coefficent = 19982 W/m2K
Fig. 17. Heat flux profile, bulk fluid temperatures, film temperatures, and outer surface temperatures across the billboard receiver
surface for (a) Naim = 9, S padd,max = 20%, (b) Naim = 49, S padd,max = 20%, (c) Naim = 121, S padd,max = 20%
exacerbated with an increase in temperature. Fluid and material temperatures can be decreased significantly through
the implementation of a larger grid size (Fig.17b and Fig.17c). The more uniform heat flux distributes the heat transfer
workload more evenly over the receiver tubes, levelling the outlet temperatures required from each tube in order to
deliver the desired receiver outlet temperature. Although the peak heat flux and heat flux standard deviation decreases
with an increase in the grid size, the spillage will increase, resulting in a lower power available to the receiver for
production. Fig.17c has a relatively uniform tube temperature profile, however this comes at the price of an increase
in spillage and loss of available power. Incurring larger tube temperatures than desired (such as in Fig.17b) may be
39
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Fig. 18. (a) maximum von Mises stress state (σvM), (b) mechanical life in years, (c) pass/failure inside a 30 year expected plant life
cycle
beneficial to the overall performance to the plant, despite the fact that the aiming strategy has the ability to deliver a
lower peak heat flux profile with greater uniformity.
The mechanical analysis reveals the minimum spillage tolerable, and associated appropriate grid size, and is
shown in Fig.18a for the maximum von Mises stress state on the receiver tubes (pressure and thermal), in Fig.18b
for the predicted mechanical life in years, and in Fig.18c for pass/failure of the receiver inside the required 30 year
plant life span. Aiming strategies that yield surface temperatures that violate material limits (as shown in Fig.14d)
have been excluded from the mechanical analysis and assigned a 0 year life rating. Many of the aiming strategies
investigated will result in a mechanical life exceeding the 30 year plant life cycle, with lower temperatures and
stresses of the higher Naim and S padd,max strategies caused by the lower heat flux levels that drive tube temperatures
and temperature gradients. The design space of interest is 81 ≤ Naim ≤ 225 and S padd,max ≥ 10%, as configurations
with larger heat fluxes than ∼ 1 MW/m2 will result in very high temperatures and failure (Fail, 0 years survival), and
configurations with lower heat fluxes will result in a greater spillage loss but excellent mechanical integrity (Pass,
30+ year mechanical life). The maximum surface temperatures yielded by the Naim ≤ 49 aiming strategies approach
the 978 K temperature limit, as do S padd,max ≤ 5% configurations for higher Naim. At these high temperatures, the
material resistance to mechanical damage is poor, with low stresses and strains inducing significant creep and fatigue.
For this reason, slight variations in stress and temperature near the material temperature limit can lead to varying
predictions in mechanical life, and operation of the current receiver design under these heat flux profiles should be
avoided. The internal tube Nusselt number and heat transfer coefficients drives the wall-to-fluid temperature gradient
in tandem with the incident heat flux, these are shown in Fig.15d & 15e respectively.
Fig. 19 provides an insight into some of the more intricate details of the thermal and mechanical processes on the
receiver, displaying the von Mises thermal stress profile over the tube wall cross section, and the driving temperature
profile. The three example cases in Fig. 19 correspond to those initially presented in Fig. 17, with the halfway point
along the tube axis (y = 0 m, Lt/2) of the 30th tube (x = −0.0125 m) selected for demonstration of wall conditions as

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Incident heat flux (Q”)
Outer surface (Q”so,t,z,θ) 
Inner surface (Q”si,t,z,θ) 
Re = 19776
Pr = 0.0045
Tf = 803.7 K
kf = 62.758 W/mK
Re = 16790
Pr = 0.0048
Tf = 727.7 K
kf = 66.568 W/mK
Re = 13263
Pr = 0.0049
Tf = 698.5 K
kf = 68.109 W/mK
Fig. 19. Incident heat flux, corrected heat flux according to Eq. 20, heat flux at the wall-fluid interface corrected against localised
heat losses, local Nusselt number and corresponding heat transfer coefficient, wall temperature profile, and thermal stress
profile for the 30th tube on the receiver, at Lt/2 for (a) Naim = 9, S padd,max = 20%, (b) Naim = 49, S padd,max = 20%, and
(c) Naim = 121, S padd,max = 20% cases
19 displays the heat flux incident over the receiver surface plane formed by the quasi-flat billboard panel, the outer
wall heat flux corrected according to Eq. 20 for modelling over the tube curvature (Q”so, t, z, θ), and finally the heat
flux at the wall-fluid interface (Q”si, t, z, θ). The inner wall heat flux is established from heat losses to the environment,
which increase in magnitude towards the tube crown (θ = 0) due to increasing surface temperatures (radiation) and
environmental view factor (radiation and reflection), and is iterated simultaneously with Q f , t, zel in the energy balancing
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procedure described above. The local heat transfer coefficient (h f , t, z, θ) is used in conjunction with the inner wall heat
flux to calculate the temperature drop between the inner wall and bulk fluid, according to Eq. 26. The local Nusselt
number (Nu f , t, z, θ) is used to establish the local heat transfer coefficient, with the analytical method from Gärtner et
al. [69] indicating a substantial variation in Nu around the circumference. Such a distribution is to be expected, due
to a highly non-uniform incident heat flux acting on a tube carrying a sodium working fluid. The low Pr associated
with liquid metals such as sodium (0.004 ≤ Pr ≤ 0.01) is largely driven by very high molecular conductivities (see
Table 3). Thermal diffusion in sodium is therefore significantly larger than that of momentum, meaning the thermal
boundary layer that exists between the inner wall surface and bulk fluid is thicker than the velocity boundary layer. In
a tubular flow, the thermal boundary layer is not confined close to the wall, rather it extends into the core flow region,
and as a result, temperature gradients between the heated wall and tube centreline are not as steep in liquid metals
than for more conventional fluids. Molecular conduction is the dominant transport mechanism of thermal energy in
a liquid metal, with eddy conductivity a secondary contribution up to very large Re, where turbulence production
becomes significant [83]. Fig. 15c indicates that the Re range encountered in this receiver design is just within the
turbulent flow spectrum (Re > 104). Therefore, circumferential thermal energy transport through turbulent eddy
currents is almost negligible in comparison to molecular conduction in the radial direction for sodium flow in the
present case, resulting in a substantial circumferential Nu variation. The combination of circumferentially variable
Nu and heat flux profiles affects a highly non-uniform wall temperature distribution, which acts as an input into the
thermal stress calculation (Eqs. 50-59). It is common across receiver mechanical modelling literature to represent
the thermal stress state on irradiated tubes using analytical equations presented by Refs. [84], [77], and [85], which
account for a radial-only temperature gradient. The application of these solutions may be appropriate in certain
cases, such as where the circumferential temperature gradient is orders of magnitudes lower than the radial gradient
[17]. Observation of the tube temperature profiles in Fig. 19 indicates that the circumferential gradient is substantial,
particularly for case (a) where a large incident heat flux affects a temperature drop between the crown and rear of the
tube of ∼ 250 K. The calculation of the von Mises thermal stresses (Eq. 61), from the method presented by Logie
et al. [79], reveals the variation in thermal stress over the tube wall, peaking at the crown (θ = 0). The magnitude
of thermal stresses are significantly larger for case (a), due to the large incident heat fluxes that drive both a large
radial and circumferential temperature gradient. This aiming strategy configuration is therefore more susceptible to
creep and fatigue damage due to a combination of large stresses and strain cycles, and also large temperatures where
material strength decreases substantially. In the context of mechanical reliability, it is evidently critical to employ
an aiming strategy that homogenises the heat flux profile to a level that circumvents potentially damaging thermal
stresses occurring at high temperatures where material strength decreases considerably.
Taking cognisance of the thermal performance and mechanical reliability results, an appropriate aiming strategy
configuration for the present receiver design corresponds to Naim = 81 (receiver area coverage of at least 32.7%) and
S padd,max = 10%, as this will deliver the maximum receiver power output (∼ 1.31 MW) while retaining a mechanical
reliability of 30+ years - the solution structure to this configuration is given in Fig.20. Strategies with S padd,max < 10%
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Fig. 20. Example of an aiming point strategy solution structure for a Naim = 81, S padd,max = 10% configuration, where (a) is the
numbering convention for Naim = 81, (b) is the number of heliostats targeted at each aiming point, (c) indicates the aiming
point for each heliostat in the field, and (d) is the resultant heat flux profile.
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will permit a greater receiver power input but also lead to diminished mechanical life, due to higher stresses and
operation near maximum allowable material temperatures (Fig.14d).
Based on the results of this analysis, the maximum permissible heat flux on the current receiver design is ∼
1 MW/m2, albeit identified through a conservative mechanical analysis methodology. This is a relatively large heat
flux when compared to that permitted on molten salt or water/steam designs, however the potential of the sodium HTF
could be further exploited in order to fully realise its benefits with regards to achieving higher allowable heat fluxes
and outlet temperatures. This can be done by employing a receiver design with smaller diameter tubes than those
studied here (Do = 0.025 m), as the heat transfer coefficient scales with 1/Di. Decreasing tube diameter will allow
for greater peak heat fluxes, reduced spillage (greater thermal input), and higher fluid outlet temperatures. Employing
smaller diameter tubes will affect a decreased wall-to-fluid ∆T , meaning a decrease in tube wall temperatures and
reduced susceptibility to mechanical damage. Although not studied in the present analysis, the effect of pressure drop
should be considered in any investigation into optimising receiver tube sizing, as the required pumping parasitic will
increase with a decrease in diameter, potentially offsetting thermal performance gains. The use of a tube material with
a greater resistance to creep and fatigue at elevated temperatures than stainless steels, such as Alloy 800H, Inconel 625,
or Haynes 230 [28], could also permit higher heat fluxes and fluid outlet temperatures. With the potential application
of higher strength materials and reduced tube diameters, sodium receiver performance could be further augmented
using a smaller heat transfer surface area, helping to minimise heat losses through convection and radiation. Further
optimisation of receiver design through geometrical and material changes is best conducted with consideration made
towards power plant economics, such as through an LCOE study.
Further areas of interest with regards to practical implementation of sodium receivers include outlet temperature
selection, thermal storage capability, cost, and compatibility with materials in contact. Sodium has a higher liquidus
temperature limit than conventional molten nitrate salts (881◦C versus ∼ 600◦C), therefore it has the potential to
facilitate turbine inlet temperatures beyond 600◦C for higher temperature cycles [86], enhancing thermodynamic
efficiency of the power cycle according to Carnot’s theorem. A relatively conservative outlet temperature was chosen
for the present study in order to explore a large design space of aiming strategy configurations, however this could
be enhanced considerably with certain design alterations, such as decreasing tube diameter and employing more
robust receiver tube materials. Thermal storage potential of the working fluid is becoming an increasingly important
consideration as CSP tower plants seek to penetrate the dispatchable energy sector further. Sodium possesses a
moderate specific heat capacity when compared to molten salt at equivalent temperatures, resulting in ∼ 1/3rd the
volumetric storage capacity (kWh/m3), however the possibility for excursions to higher receiver outlet temperatures
could help bridge the thermal storage performance gap in future plant designs. In terms of cost, sodium has a unit
price of US 2 $/kg, [7], rendering it uneconomical for very large thermal storage requirements (> 3 hours) if the
conventional two-tank direct approach is adopted. Integration of a more appropriate intermediate thermal storage
medium is an option, however this comes with an additional cost penalty and a possible reduction in plant efficiency.
Corrosion with containment materials is an area of considerable concern with water/steam, molten salts, and heavy
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liquid metals such as lead-bismuth, however sodium exhibits excellent compatibility with stainless steels and other
metallic alloys used in the construction of receivers, headers, and other plant components [87]. In terms of practical
experience with this fluid, a small number of sodium solar receiver tests were conducted in the 1980’s, with promising
results demonstrated with regards to thermal efficiency and heat flux capability [9]. Sodium is flammable in air and
explosive in contact with water, posing the possibility for accidents such as the sodium spray fire that occurred at the
PSA facility in 1986 [9]. The hazardous nature of the fluid has likely curtailed its involvement in commercial CSP
ventures in recent years, with additional safety measures required in relation to more conventional fluids [88]. Despite
some disadvantages, the motivation for employing sodium in a solar receiver is clear, however there are currently no
commercial CSP plants exploiting this fluid. The nuclear industry has found application for sodium as early as the
1940’s [8], and as the Vast Solar pilot facility is currently the only operational CSP plant pioneering its use, the solar
industry stands to benefit from these experiences and modelling efforts in the development of future receiver concepts.
5. Conclusions
A novel heliostat aiming point strategy built on the principles of simulated annealing and an accompanying thermal
and mechanical analysis of the relationship between receiver operation and aiming strategy parameters has been
presented. The simulated annealing algorithm can successfully lower peak heat fluxes and homogenise the heat flux
distribution incident on the receiver, across a wide range of aiming grid and spillage allowance parameters. An
additional algorithmic structure is implemented into the aiming strategy so as to control the level of spillage on the
receiver - this is critical to controlling power input. When compared to a single aiming point strategy, the simulated
annealing algorithm can lower the peak heat flux to less than 10%, with a large grid size and spillage allowance.
The thermal and mechanical analysis serves to establish receiver performance at design point conditions for heat flux
profiles generated by the aiming strategy, thus providing an indicator of the relative merits of different aiming strategy
parameters under the most damaging conditions expected. Focussing all heliostats close to the centre results in very
low spillage, but very large peak heat fluxes that drive large tube temperatures and result in premature mechanical
failure. A highly uniform heat flux profile is possible through the use of a large aiming point spread and large spillage
allowance, however this results in a lower receiver power output. For the conditions investigated, a selection of at
least 81 aiming points (receiver coverage of more than 32.7%) and additional spillage allowance of 10% yields the
greatest power output for a 30+ year mechanical life. The thermomechanical analysis underlines the utility of the
simulated annealing aiming strategy algorithm, by demonstrating its capability in generating a homogeneous heat flux
profile that can be handled by the receiver under conditions replicating the most severe thermal loading situations.
In reality, the optimum aiming strategy solution (according to AMi) will vary throughout time due to receiver power
requirements and a constantly-varying heliostat field heat input. However, adjustments to the thermal and mechanical
models for transient cycles, more information on the practical implementation of the aiming strategy algorithm into
plant control systems, characteristic data on individual heliostat heat flux profiles, and planned receiver and power
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block operation would be required in order to complete a fully coupled optical-thermomechanical simulation of the
plant across time. By simulating receiver performance under ’worst case’ thermal loading scenarios in this analysis,
it may be concluded that the simulated annealing aiming strategy can deliver a satisfactory solution to the complex
optical-thermal-mechanical problem, and is therefore a promising means in which to effectively control power levels
on the receiver for safe and efficient operation.
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